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He saw the soft cedars of San Piedro Island, its high, rolling hills, the low mist that lay in long streamers
against its beaches, the whitecaps riffling its shoreline. The moon had risen already behind the island – a
quarter moon, pale and indefinite, as ethereal and translucent as the wisps of cloud that travelled the skies. A
fisherman is found dead in the net of his boat off the coast of a North American island. When a local JapaneseAmerican man is charged with his murder, it becomes clear that what is at stake is more than one man's guilt.
For on San Piedro, memories grow as thickly as cedar trees – memories of a charmed romance between a white
boy and a Japanese girl. Above all, the island is haunted by what happened to its Japanese residents during the
Second World War, when an entire community was sent into exile while its neighbours watched.
If Declan could turn back time, the rugged cowboy would do things differently. For one, he would've never let
go of Iris Blue McLain. Fifteen long and lonely years, and the ache in his heart is as painful as ever. When he
sees her again, he can't deny his feelings any longer, and vows to win the only woman he's ever loved...
Come back, Blizzard Bride! (The Blizzard Bride Series, Book 2) A Romantic Old West Novella (47 Pages)
January 1880 Georgia O'Reilly Langdon, the Blizzard Bride, is the happiest woman in the West since she
married Nate Langdon, who found her during the storm and nursed her back to life. When she returns from a
visit to her far-away parents, she finds a strange woman in the cabin with Nate. Hurt and heartbroken, she
leaves. Did Nate betray her? If you also want to know how Nate found Georgia, how they fell in love and got
married, enjoy the prequel, Sharaya's novella "Blizzard Bride." A third part is now also available, called "Watch
out, Blizzard Bride!" western romance, mail order brides of the west, mail order bride, cowboy romance,
christian mail order brides romance, historical western romance, clean cowboy romance, clean western
romance, clean historical romance, wild west romance,
Five women are missing from the sleepy mountain town of Cleary, North Carolina, and a blue ribbon has been
left near where each woman was last seen. Lilly Martin has returned to Cleary to close the sale of her cabin.
But when her car skids and strikes a stranger, Ben Tierney, as he emerges from the woods, they've no choice
but to wait out a brutal blizzard in the cabin. And as the hours of their confinement mount, Lilly wonders if the
greater threat to her safety isn't the storm, but the stranger beside her....
Blizzard
Watch Out, Blizzard Bride!
Accounting for Love
A Rancher's Heart
All I Want for Christmas Is a Cowboy
The Second Sister's Love
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The gripping story of an epic prairie snowstorm that killed hundreds of newly arrived settlers and cast a shadow on the promise of the
American frontier. January 12, 1888, began as an unseasonably warm morning across Nebraska, the Dakotas, and Minnesota, the weather so
mild that children walked to school without coats and gloves. But that afternoon, without warning, the atmosphere suddenly, violently changed.
One moment the air was calm; the next the sky exploded in a raging chaos of horizontal snow and hurricane-force winds. Temperatures
plunged as an unprecedented cold front ripped through the center of the continent. By Friday morning, January 13, some five hundred people
lay dead on the drifted prairie, many of them children who had perished on their way home from country schools. In a few terrifying hours, the
hopes of the pioneers had been blasted by the bitter realities of their harsh environment. Recent immigrants from Germany, Norway, Denmark,
and the Ukraine learned that their free homestead was not a paradise but a hard, unforgiving place governed by natural forces they neither
understood nor controlled. With the storm as its dramatic, heartbreaking focal point, The Children's Blizzard captures this pivotal moment in
American history by tracing the stories of five families who were forever changed that day. Drawing on family interviews and memoirs, as well
as hundreds of contemporary accounts, David Laskin creates an intimate picture of the men, women, and children who made choices they
would regret as long as they lived. Here too is a meticulous account of the evolution of the storm and the vain struggle of government
forecasters to track its progress. The blizzard of January 12, 1888, is still remembered on the prairie. Children fled that day while their
teachers screamed into the relentless roar. Husbands staggered into the blinding wind in search of wives. Fathers collapsed while trying to
drag their children to safety. In telling the story of this meteorological catastrophe, the deadliest blizzard ever to hit the prairie states, David
Laskin has produced a masterful portrait of a tragic crucible in the settlement of the American heartland.
Ruby Fulton has had a tough life, and it isn't getting any easier after her husband dies. Suffering under his abuse for years, all Ruby wants is
independence, peace and a new chance at life. She is barely scraping by herself, and now she's responsible for one of Last Chance's orphaned
children. The last thing she wants to do is sign herself up for another husband who will make her life miserable. But when the preacher insists
that she marry again, what is a woman to do? Cullen Parker is determined to leave his past behind him and live an honest life. When he hears
about Last Chance, Nebraska, he's sure it is the perfect place to find work. He agrees to work on Ruby's farm in exchange for room and board,
but he definitely isn't looking for a wife. It seems like the perfect arrangement, but the town pastor sees a scandal. He insists they get married if
Cullen is going to stay. What happens when Cullen offers a marriage of convenience? When Cullen's criminal past comes calling, the
precarious balance of trust and convenience is threatened. Will they--or their marriage--survive? Could Last Chance hold the answers for both
of them? A Groom for Ruby is a sweet and clean romance. It's part of the multi-author Blizzard Brides series, which can be read in order or as
standalone books.
Luke never expects to end up spending Christmas at the Miller farm. Everyone knows he hates that holiday. But Bonnie adores Christmas, so
when her best friend invites her to the Miller farm, she jumps at the chance. When a blizzard hits, sparks fly. Can the magic of mistletoe tear
down the barriers between them?
Enjoy this cowboy series by USA Today Bestselling small-town romance author Erin Wright… A country boy who hates Christmas for a reason,
dammit… When Luke Nash runs into Stetson Miller down at the feed store, he never expects his friend to strong-arm him into spending
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Christmas at the Miller farm. Luke has no patience for Christmas cheer or Yuletide song. And the rugged cowboy definitely has no desire to
kiss a girl under the mistletoe. No matter how infuriatingly pretty she might be. A city girl who loves Christmas… Bonnie Patterson adores
Christmas, so when her best friend Jennifer invites her to spend Christmas at the Miller farm, she jumps at the chance. When she sets out for
the snowy country town, she has visions dancing in her head of cozy nights by a crackling fire, not of a hot cowboy with an ice-cold heart. The
Storm of the Century… Instead of a peaceful holiday in the country, Bonnie gets stranded at the Miller farm by a blizzard. Even worse, she’s
snowed-in with Luke, an arrogant, impossible, but damn sexy cowboy. When the sparks fly, will two people who are oh-so-different find their
own Christmas miracle? Blizzard of Love is the second book in the Cowboys of Long Valley Romance series, although all books in the Long
Valley world can be read as standalones. A sweeter romance with minimal sex and mild language, a happily ever after is guaranteed. Enjoy!
*** KEYWORDS: christmas romance, cowboy christmas, cowboy love, happily ever after, love books, love stories, romantic novels, small town
romance, smokin’ hot cowboy, contemporary western romance, enemies to lovers, guaranteed HEA, holiday ebooks, new beginnings, no
cliffhangers
A Fireman Western Romance Boxset
Bloom of Love
A Groom for Ruby
No Place for a Lady (Heart of the West Book #1)
Blizzard of Love--A Sweet Western Romance Novella
Romantic Old West Novella
A country boy who hates Christmas for a reason, darn it ... When Luke Nash runs into Stetson Miller down at the feed store, he never expects
his friend to strong-arm him into spending Christmas at the Miller farm. Luke has no patience for Christmas cheer or Yuletide song. And the
rugged cowboy definitely has no desire to kiss a girl under the mistletoe. No matter how infuriatingly pretty she might be. A city girl who loves
Christmas ... Bonnie Patterson adores Christmas, so when her best friend Jennifer invites her to spend Christmas at the Miller farm, she jumps
at the chance. When she sets out for the snowy country town, she has visions dancing in her head of cozy nights by a crackling fire, not of a hot
cowboy with an ice-cold heart. The Storm of the Century ... Instead of a peaceful holiday in the country, Bonnie gets stranded at the Miller farm
by a blizzard. Even worse, she's snowed-in with Luke, an arrogant, impossible, but oh-my-sexy cowboy. Will they make it through the Storm of
the Century? And if they do make it through, can the magic of mistletoe be enough to tear down the barriers between them? Blizzard of Love is
the second novella in the Long Valley world, although all books in the Long Valley world can be read as standalones. This is the "sweet"
version of the book, which means on a heat scale of 1 - 5, it is probably around a 1.5 or so. If you are interested in the "swexy" version (sweet +
sexy), please check out the other listing for this book. Either way, enjoy!
“A page-turner, a love story and a vivid drama of man (and woman) against the elements . . . A great read by a wonderful writer.” —Newsday
When the “Storm of the Century” threatens western Maine, Eric closes his office early and heads to the grocery store. In line ahead of him, an
unkempt and seemingly unstable young woman comes up short on cash, so Eric offers her twenty bucks and a ride home. Trouble is, Danielle
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doesn’t really have a home. She’s squatting in a cabin deep in the woods: no electricity, no plumbing, no heat. Eric, with problems of his own,
tries to walk away, but finds he can’t. Fending off her mistrust of him, he gets her set up with food, water, and firewood, and departs with relief.
But when he climbs back to the road, his car is gone, and in desperation he returns to the cabin. As the storm intensifies, these two lost souls are
forced to wait it out together. Deeply moving, frequently funny, The Remedy for Love is a story about the secrets revealed when there is no
time or space for anything but the truth. “A superbly grown-uplove story.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review “Brilliant . . . A tale that is as
gripping as any Everest expedition--and that is also tender and terrifying and funny and, in the end, so true it seems inevitable.” —Peter Heller,
author of The Dog Stars and The Painter “Roorbach . . . is at the top of his literary game here. He is masterful in inviting readers along, allowing
them to slowly get to know these two strangers as they get to know one another.” —Portland (Maine) Press Herald “Snowbound in Maine, two
strangers struggle to survive--fighting, flirting, baring secrets. Their sexy, snappy dialogue will keep you racing through.” —People “One of the
best novels of this or any year . . . A flat-out funny, sexy, and poignant romantic thriller.” —David Abrams, author of Fobbit
Sean Hughes likes being single—much to his family’s dismay. They want him to settle down...now. When he gives fun-loving snowboarder Zoe
Flynn a ride to the slopes, Sean hatches a plan to throw off his matchmaking relatives. He asks Zoe to pose as his girlfriend at Thanksgiving
dinner, which will take the pressure off him and make the evening more enjoyable all around. Zoe agrees to be Sean’s fake girlfriend. Who
wouldn’t want a free meal or a chance to hang out with the handsome mountain rescuer and his adorable husky? When an injury occurs, the two
are forced to continue their one-night ruse. As Christmas approaches, make-believe turns into reality. But Zoe has a secret...a big one. Is their
new relationship strong enough to withstand the truth, or will she find herself with no one to kiss at midnight on New Year’s Eve? Previously
published as Christmas Magic on the Mountain. Mountain Rescue Romance series Book 1: His Christmas Wish Book 2: Her Christmas Secret
Book 3: Her Christmas Kiss Book 4: His Second Chance Book 5: His Christmas Family
A country boy who hates Christmas for a reason, darn it …When Luke Nash runs into Stetson Miller down at the feed store, he never expects his
friend to strong-arm him into spending Christmas at the Miller farm. Luke has no patience for Christmas cheer or Yuletide song. And the
rugged cowboy definitely has no desire to kiss a girl under the mistletoe. No matter how infuriatingly pretty she might be.A city girl who loves
Christmas …Bonnie Patterson adores Christmas, so when her best friend Jennifer invites her to spend Christmas at the Miller farm, she jumps at
the chance. When she sets out for the snowy country town, she has visions dancing in her head of cozy nights by a crackling fire, not of a hot
cowboy with an ice-cold heart.The Storm of the Century …Instead of a peaceful holiday in the country, Bonnie gets stranded at the Miller farm
by a blizzard. Even worse, she’s snowed-in with Luke, an arrogant, impossible, but oh-my-sexy cowboy. Will they make it through the Storm
of the Century?And if they do make it through, can the magic of mistletoe be enough to tear down the barriers between them?***Blizzard of
Love is the second novella in the Long Valley world, although all books in the Long Valley world can be read as standalones. This is the
“sweet” version of the book, which means on a heat scale of 1 - 5, it is probably around a 1.5 or so. If you are interested in the “swexy” version
(sweet + sexy), please check out the other listing for this book. Either way, enjoy!
Longing for a Cowboy Christmas
A Cowboy's Christmas Eve
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Come back, Blizzard Bride!
Love in a Snowstorm
Heroism at Sea During the Great Blizzard of 1978 [The Young Readers Adaptation]
Arrested by Love
Mandy Chambers is moving to Pepper Gulch, Utah, to become a Mail Order Bride to rancher Ernest
Flinn. But when she arrives - everything changes. Now her younger sister and Ernest are happily
married and expecting their first child. The more Mandy sees the happiness of her sister, the
more she wants that same happiness for herself. But Pepper Gulch isn't a big town, and Mandy
despairs of finding someone special. Then she bumps into her past - Colin York. Mandy
unsuccessfully fought her feelings for Colin when she met him as an engaged woman. Now, though,
she is free - and hope rises within her again. If only Colin feels the same way... As Mandy
navigates the trials of life in the West and as Colin struggles to maintain control of his new
ranch, the two form a shaky bond. But is it enough to blossom into love?
He's a farmer, dammit, not a bookkeeper ... When Stetson Miller inherits his father's farm in
Idaho, he's too focused on his crops to pay attention to the financial side of things. The next
thing he knows, the bank is threatening to foreclose ... and the auditor who's come to examine
his accounts is the sexiest thing he's ever laid eyes on. She's checking him out ... in more
ways than one. Jennifer Kendall doesn't mind a tough job, but the handsome Stetson is trouble of
a different kind. The sparks between them fly even faster when the road washes out and Jennifer
has to spend the night on the farm. But passion alone won't pay the bills. Can Jennifer find a
way for Stetson to save his farm? And if she can't, will he ever forgive her?
The second novel in USA Today bestselling author Beverly Jenkins’ compelling new Women Who Dare
series follows a female rancher in Wyoming after the Civil War. A reporter has come to Wyoming
to do a story on doctors for his Black newspaper back east. He thinks Colton Lee will be an
interesting subject...until he meets Colton’s sister Spring. She runs her own ranch, wears denim
pants instead of dresses, and is the most fascinating woman he’s ever met. But Spring, who has
overcome a raucous and scandalous past, isn’t looking for, nor does she want, love. As their
attraction grows, will their differences come between them or unite them for an everlasting
love?
A riveting true account of a rescue at sea from Michael J. Tougias, the author of the New York
Times bestseller The Finest Hours. In the midst of the Blizzard of 1978, the tanker Global Hope
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floundered on the shoals in Salem Sound off the Massachusetts coast. When the Coast Guard heard
the Mayday calls, they immediately dispatched a patrol rescue boat. But within an hour, the
Coast Guard rescue boat was in as much trouble as the tanker—both paralyzed in unrelenting seas.
Enter Captain Frank Quirk who was compelled to act. Gathering his crew of four, Quirk plunged
his forty-nine-foot steel boat, the Can Do, into the blizzard. Perfect for fans of the I
Survived series ready for a longer form account, this middle-grade adaptation of an adult
nonfiction book chronicles the harrowing journey between Captain Quirk and the Coast Guard as
they struggled in the holds of a radical storm. It's an epic tale of heroism and bravery at sea.
Christy Ottaviano Books New York Times bestselling author Michael J. Tougias adapts his
histories of real life stories for young readers in his True Rescue Series, capturing the
heroism and humanity of people on life-saving missions during maritime disasters. Illustrated
Chapter Books for ages 6-9: True Rescue: The Finest Hours True Rescue: A Storm Too Soon Young
Readers Adaptations, for ages 9-14 The Finest Hours (Young Readers Edition) A Storm Too Soon
(Young Readers Edition) Into the Blizzard (Young Readers Edition) Attacked at Sea (Young Readers
Edition)
A Long Valley Romance Novella
A Memoir of Love and Loss
The Blizzard Bride Stories
A Contemporary Western Romance Boxset (Books 1 - 4)
Life as We Knew it
A Sweet Western Romance Novella

Silent Night, Snowy Night . . . Colin Malloy enjoys spending Christmas with his family at the Malloy ranch. But this
holiday, what he really wants to do is to get closer to the alluring Dr. Anita Cross. So when a blizzard conspires to keep
her from joining the Malloy family's festivities, neither snow, sleet, nor spun-out cars will prevent Colin from reaching her
side. As the new doctor in town, Anita is wholeheartedly devoted to her patients. So when a little boy needs her on this
snowy night, she doesn't hesitate to care for him and send him home in time to spend Christmas with his family. An
evening with a certain sexy cowboy will have to wait-or so she thinks. When a breathless Colin Malloy shows up at her
clinic, Anita finds her cold, lonely night quickly heating up. And no crisis or well-meaning relative will stop them from
making this a Christmas to remember . . .
In the Texas Panhandle, the winters are long, the storms fierce--and the Yuletide nights are sizzling. New York Times
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bestselling author Jodi Thomas along with Linda Broday, Phyliss Miranda and DeWanna Pace, bring you one tempting
holiday delight. . . On the eve before Christmas a blizzard arrived, transforming a small Texas town into a night to
remember. Four ladies desperately in need of saving, four hard-ridin' cowboys who aim to please. . . When a lone farmer
strides to a pretty store owner's rescue, their deepest wishes just might come true. . . A brave heiress can't believe a
rugged angel is riding out of the night to save her and her fellow train passengers--until she gets him under the mistletoe.
. . A quiet loner wants to help a stranded widow have a holiday to remember. . . And a female saloon owner tired of being
scorned by respectable folk gets some very naughty help from a handsome greenhorn. . . "Readers couldn't ask for a
finer quartet of heroes. . ." --Romantic Times on Give Me a Texas Ranger "Will warm your heart and bring a smile to your
lips." --Love Western Romances on Give me a Cowboy
A country boy who hates Christmas for a reason, dammit ... When Luke Nash runs into Stetson Miller down at the feed
store, he never expects his friend to strong-arm him into spending Christmas at the Miller farm. Luke has no patience for
Christmas cheer or Yuletide song. And the rugged cowboy definitely has no desire to kiss a girl under the mistletoe. No
matter how infuriatingly pretty she might be. A city girl who loves Christmas ... Bonnie Patterson adores Christmas, so
when her best friend Jennifer invites her to spend Christmas at the Miller farm, she jumps at the chance. When she sets
out for the snowy country town, she has visions dancing in her head of cozy nights by a crackling fire, not of a hot
cowboy with an ice-cold heart. The Storm of the Century... Instead of a peaceful holiday in the country, Bonnie gets
stranded at the Miller farm by a blizzard. Even worse, she's snowed-in with Luke, an arrogant, impossible, but damn sexy
cowboy. When the fly sparks, will two people who are oh-so-different find their own Christmas miracle? Blizzard of Love
is the second novella in the Long Valley world, although all books in the Long Valley world can be read as standalones.
This is a sweeter romance with minimal sex and mild language. Enjoy!
Crystal Clark arrives in Colorado's Yampa Valley amid the splendor of a high country June in 1892. After the death of her
father, Crystal is relieved to be leaving the troubles of her Georgia life behind to visit her aunt Kate's cattle ranch. Despite
being raised as a proper Southern belle, Crystal is determined to hold her own in this wild land--even if a certain
handsome foreman doubts her abilities. Just when she thinks she's getting a handle on the constant male attention from
the cowhands and the catty barbs from some of the local young women, tragedy strikes the ranch. Crystal will have to tap
all of her resolve to save the ranch from a greedy neighboring landowner. Can she rise to the challenge? Or will she head
back to Georgia defeated? Book one in the Heart of the West series, No Place for a Lady is full of adventure, romance,
and the indomitable human spirit. Readers will fall in love with the Colorado setting and the spunky Southern belle who
wants to claim it as her own.
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Long Valley Romance Series, Book 3
A Western Romance Novella
The Man who Fell in Love with the Moon
Chill Factor
Into the Blizzard
A Novel
Through journal entries, sixteen-year-old Miranda describes her family's struggle to survive after a meteor hits the moon,
causing worldwide tsunamis, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions.
When three murderers escape from the Colorado Territorial Prison, Marshal Hollowy and the mysterious stranger track
them down. A thrilling tale of faith, soul-stirring love, and a violent family vendetta.
Enjoy this steamy cowboy series by USA Today Bestselling small-town romance author Erin Wright… Maybe it’s not too
late for her happily ever after… Carla’s always been a romantic. As the owner of the only flower shop in town, she
believes in true love and can, of course, quote every line in The Princess Bride. Which wouldn’t be quite so pathetic if
she wasn’t thirty-seven and still single. So single, in fact, she’s forgotten what it’s like to have a man give her a single
carnation, let alone a dozen roses. Then Christian walks into Happy Petals, and she knows the fragrance of flowers has
to have gone straight to her head. It’s inconceivable that the cute Spanish guy she remembers from high school would
be interested in her… She’s the girl of his dreams, and way out of his league… Family is important to Christian. Why else
would he be living in a company trailer? It’s a sacrifice he has to make so he can afford to send his sister to college. But
nearing forty, his own chances of starting a family aren’t lookin’ too hot, especially considering he hasn’t been out on a
date in years. So it makes no sense at all he can’t get Carla out of his head. Not only is she gorgeous, she’s collegeeducated and way too good for a barely educated guy like him. Only, she does seem interested. Maybe, if he hides the
truth about just how out of her league he is, he might have a chance… Bloom of Love is the tenth novel in the Cowboys of
Long Valley Romance series, although all books in the Long Valley world can be read as standalones. A HOT romantic
story with a guaranteed happily ever after, it does have some strong language and oh my, sexy times. Enjoy! ***
KEYWORDS: cowboy love, happily ever after, interracial romance books, secret baby romance, sexually romantic books,
small-town secrets, smokin’ hot cowboy, contemporary western romance, guaranteed HEA, wrong side of the tracks
He's a fighter, not a lover... Two years ago, Wyatt Miller lost his family to a drunk driver. His heart broken, he slowly put
the pieces of his shattered life back together. Running his thousand-acre ranch from dawn till dusk helps him forget about
his broken heart. When he stops a drunk from getting behind the wheel one night, he ends up in a bloody fight...and then
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behind bars. She keeps men in line, but has a soft heart... Abby Connelly takes her work at the Long Valley Jail seriously.
She has no dreams of marriage, children, or white-picket fences. All she wants is to do her job and please the only family
she has left, her father. But the moment rugged and wounded Wyatt Miller walks into her jail, Abby realizes her heart
might just have a change of plans... But small towns have a way of holding onto big grudges. Wyatt and Abby have an
uphill fight to overcome the bad blood between the Miller and Connelly families. Because redemption never comes
easy... Arrested by Love is the third novel in the Long Valley world, although all books in the Long Valley world can be
read as standalones. It has some strong language, and oh my, sexy times. Enjoy!
Her Christmas Secret
A Cookbook and Foraging Guide
Returning for Love
A Western Romance Novel
Wild Mushrooms
A Texas Christmas
The author of the best-selling "Blizzard Bride," (#1 in Books/Romance/Western, #1 in Kindle/Westerns, #1 in other lists),
presents:THE BLIZZARD BRIDE STORIES -- Sweet Western RomanceGet all THREE "Blizzard Bride" stories in ONE book, PLUS
the bonus story "Suzy, Runaway Mail Order Bride." All four titles are still available individually for Kindle at $0.99 each.
There is also a Kindle version of this book for $2.99.260 pagesCONTENT:--------------------------------Blizzard BrideSweet
Romantic Old West NovellaDecember 1879.Winter is descending on the frontier homestead of Nate Langdon. A blizzard
rages. The young farmer now has time to study the "Green Book," a mail-order bride catalogue that arrived from Boston a
couple days ago, since there really are not enough suitable women out here in the wilds of the West.Nate reads--when he
hears the neighing of a horse outside. The horse is saddled, but there is no rider.He checks and finds by the brook the
frozen body of a cattle driver. Desperate to save the man, he scoops him up. It takes Nate a minute to realize--he's holding
a woman in his arms...--------------------------------Come back, Blizzard Bride!Sweet Romantic Old West NovellaJanuary
1880Georgia O'Reilly Langdon, the Blizzard Bride, is the happiest woman in the West, since she married Nate Langdon, who
found her during the storm and nursed her back to life.When she returns from a visit to her far-away parents, she finds a
strange woman in the cabin with Nate.Hurt and heartbroken, she leaves.Did Nate betray her?--------------------------------Suzy,
Runaway Mail Order BrideSweet Romantic Old West NovellaBoston 1890:Beautiful eighteen-year-old mail order bride Suzy
Remington was purchased by a well-to-do rancher living near the majestic mountains of western Colorado.Marrying an--in
her eyes--ancient man doesn't really appeal to her. But it's still a welcome way to leave her oppressive stepfamily.However, when she hears that the rancher has a twenty-year-old son, she gets very cold feet.Apprehensive, she
travels west anyway--and finds the love of her life.ABOUT THE AUTHOR:Sharaya Lee owns a collie dog, two guitars, and
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lives in the country with her family.PLEASE NOTE:Sherman Lee and Sharaya Lee share a desk. If you liked this story, please
check out Sherman's Western "They knew no Mercy."Available for Kindle and in paperback right here on Amazon.
Western Romance Series – USA Today Bestselling contemporary romance author Miller Brothers in Love is a boxset of the
first four books in the USA Today bestselling Long Valley series. Come on down to Long Valley, where the cowboys are
damn fine… Accounting for Love – The bank’s threatening to foreclose on Stetson’s farm…and the auditor on the case is
damn hot. Jennifer doesn’t mind a tough job, but handsome Stetson is trouble. And then came the night she had to spend
on the farm. Can she find a way for him to save his farm? And if she can’t, will he ever forgive her? Blizzard of Love – Luke
never expects to end up spending Christmas at the Miller farm. Everyone knows he hates Christmas. But Bonnie adores
Christmas, so when her best friend invites her to the Miller farm, she jumps at the chance. When a blizzard hits, sparks fly.
Can the magic of mistletoe tear down the barriers between them? Arrested by Love – When Wyatt Miller ended up in the
Long Valley County Jail over Christmas, he never expected to receive the greatest gift of all: Love and forgiveness…from his
jailer. Returning for Love – If Declan could turn back time, the rugged cowboy would do things differently. For one, he
would've never let go of Iris Blue McLain. Fifteen long and lonely years, and the ache in his heart is as painful as ever. When
he sees her again, he can’t deny his feelings any longer, and vows to win the only woman he’s ever loved. Miller Brothers in
Love is a bundle of the first four novels in the Long Valley Romance world. These stories have some strong language, and
oh my, sexy times. Enjoy! *** KEYWORDS: christmas romance, cowboy christmas, cowboy love, beautiful cowgirl, happily
ever after, love books, love stories, romance collection, romantic novels, small town romance bundle, small-town secrets,
smokin’ hot cowboy, steamy contemporary western romance, enemies to lovers, family feud box set, family saga, friends to
lovers, friends with benefits, guaranteed HEA, second chance romance, holiday romance boxset
Watch Out, Blizzard Bride! (The Blizzard Bride Series, Book 3) A Western Romance February 1880: Georgia Langdon, the
Blizzard Bride, is alone in her homestead far from town, when another snow storm descends, prohibiting Nate, her husband,
from returning home that night. Georgia is startled when somebody knocks on her door. A strikingly handsome man with a
silver star on his lapel and saddle bags bulging with money seeks shelter with her in the cabin. Should she spend the night
with this stranger? She can hardly kick him back out into the blizzard... What would Nate say to this...? If you would like to
find out how Georgia and Nate fell in love and what happened after that, Sharaya tells you in “Blizzard Bride” and “Come
back, Blizzard Bride!” Available right here. The story you’re presently considering, “Watch out, Blizzard Bride!” ist the third
part of the series. western romance, mail order brides of the west, mail order bride, cowboy romance, christian mail order
brides romance, historical western romance, clean cowboy romance, clean western romance, clean historical romance, wild
west romance
The plot twists around the questions of humanity in a comic contemporary novel that portrays the trials of Shed, a halfbreed, bisexual boy who works at a Victorian whorehouse in the old West.
A Long Valley Romance Novel
Four Stories of Sweet Western Romance Fiction
The Children's Blizzard
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Wild Rain
In Love
The Remedy for Love

Marty will do anything to save his new friend Shiloh in this Newbery Medal–winning novel from Phillis
Reynolds Naylor. When Marty Preston comes across a young beagle in the hills behind his home, it's love
at first sight—and also big trouble. It turns out the dog, which Marty names Shiloh, belongs to Judd
Travers, who drinks too much and has a gun—and abuses his dogs. So when Shiloh runs away from Judd
to Marty, Marty just has to hide him and protect him from Judd. But Marty's secret becomes too big for
him to keep to himself, and it exposes his entire family to Judd's anger. How far will Marty have to go to
make Shiloh his?
The world still needs heroes. Are you with us? Enter the next original YA novel for Overwatch, the
worldwide gaming sensation from Blizzard Entertainment! In the years after the Omnic Crisis, the
American Southwest is ruled by vultures looking to profit off the chaos. The West is ripe for the taking,
and Elizabeth Caledonia Ashe intends to write her name across it. When Ashe is arrested yet again on
the morning of her high school graduation, her aloof, old-money parents decide to disinherit her from
the family fortune. To steal back what's rightfully hers, Ashe teams up with her omnic butler, B.O.B., and
local ruffian Jesse McCree for a series of heists, catapulting the trio into a game of fast money and
dangerous alliances. Along the way, Ashe discovers that family isn't just about blood. It's about the
people who've got your back when your back's against the wall. Full of high-octane chases and actionpacked stand-offs, the second novel for Overwatch explores the founding of the Deadlock Gang and the
origins of fan-favorite heroes Ashe and McCree. Don't miss this incredible, original story straight from
the Overwatch game team and critically acclaimed author Lyndsay Ely
Christmas arrives early when a fateful encounter leads two strangers to unexpected love in this holiday
romance from New York Times bestselling author Jessica Clare. Christmas may be coming, but it's just
another day at the ranch as far as Eli Pickett is concerned. Someone has to take care of the herd and
that means no holiday vacation for him. But that's just the way he likes it--it’s not like he has a woman to
spend time with anyways. Most women don't want the ranch life, or the surly, silent cowboy that comes
with it. Fine with him. He'd rather have the quiet of a roaring fire and the company of his dogs.
Cassandra Horn is trying to make it to her parents' winter cabin in Wyoming before the blizzard hits.
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She desperately needs a vacation from the chaos of Manhattan...and her boss’s boyfriend, who is making
her life miserable. But Cass never makes it to the cabin. A raging snowstorm causes her car to crash,
where she's found unconscious by Eli. When Cass wakes, she has no memories of who she is. Eli takes
one look at Cass's big blue eyes and dark curls, and like a Christmas miracle, falls head over heels in
love. But while the attraction is mutual, can she give her heart to this cowboy if she’s not sure it’s hers
to give?
“David Laskin deploys historical fact of the finest grain to tell the story of a monstrous blizzard that
caught the settlers of the Great Plains utterly by surprise. . . . This is a book best read with a fire roaring
in the hearth and a blanket and box of tissues near at hand.” — Erik Larson, author of The Devil in the
White City “Heartbreaking. . . . This account of the 1888 blizzard reads like a thriller.” — Entertainment
Weekly The gripping true story of an epic prairie snowstorm that killed hundreds of newly arrived
settlers and cast a shadow on the promise of the American frontier. January 12, 1888, began as an
unseasonably warm morning across Nebraska, the Dakotas, and Minnesota, the weather so mild that
children walked to school without coats and gloves. But that afternoon, without warning, the atmosphere
suddenly, violently changed. One moment the air was calm; the next the sky exploded in a raging chaos
of horizontal snow and hurricane-force winds. Temperatures plunged as an unprecedented cold front
ripped through the center of the continent. By the next morning, some five hundred people lay dead on
the drifted prairie, many of them children who had perished on their way home from country schools. In
a few terrifying hours, the hopes of the pioneers had been blasted by the bitter realities of their harsh
environment. Recent immigrants from Germany, Norway, Denmark, and the Ukraine learned that their
free homestead was not a paradise but a hard, unforgiving place governed by natural forces they neither
understood nor controlled. With the storm as its dramatic, heartbreaking focal point, The Children's
Blizzard captures this pivotal moment in American history by tracing the stories of five families who
were forever changed that day. David Laskin has produced a masterful portrait of a tragic crucible in the
settlement of the American heartland. The P.S. edition features an extra 16 pages of insights into the
book, including author interviews, recommended reading, and more.
Sweet Long Valley, #2
Deadlock Rebels: An AFK Book (Overwatch)
An Interracial Contemporary Western Romance
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Miller Brothers in Love
Women Who Dare
Snow Falling on Cedars
Blaze of Love is the complete box set of the sexy Firefighters of Long Valley Romance series.
Come on down to small town Idaho, where the firemen are damn fine… Flames of Love (Book
1) – Jaxson’s not interested in love; his priority is caring for his two small boys, and being fire
chief of Sawyer. Everything changes the day he catches sight of Sugar. He wants her all to
himself – a no-strings arrangement that won’t break what’s left of his heart. But love’s as
unpredictable as fire… Inferno of Love (Book 2) – Georgia has spent a lot of years – roughly 26
of them – pretending Moose wasn’t the finest man in town. For the record, she barely notices
how his slow, sultry smile makes her knees weak, and always ignores the close fit of his faded
jeans. But when she gets trapped in the flames of a wildfire out in the hills of Long Valley,
Moose appears amidst the smoke, ready to walk through fire. For her… Fire and Love (Book 3)
– Levi has wanted Tenny for forever. Too bad the town’s beauty queen is waaay out of his
league. While she grew up with money, he grew up dirt poor. While she’s a daddy’s girl, his
father’s a mean drunk with a vicious back-hand. Levi should just forget about the high-class
blonde, but she has a secret that changes everything. When the ghosts of the past return, he
must choose between love…or betrayal. Burned by Love (Book 4) – Firefighter Troy doesn't
need much out of life. Hanging out with his fellow firefighters, a good beer, and...well, one
night with a beautiful, feisty woman couldn't hurt, right? But city girl Penny is trouble and he
knows it. Big trouble. He also can't get enough of her. Sparks fly and their love ignites, but
what if the heat between them is too hot to handle? Blaze of Love is the complete bundle of the
four novels in the Firefighters of Long Valley Romance world. This collection has some strong
language, and oh my, sexy times. Enjoy! *** Keywords: cowboy love, cowgirl, happily ever after,
romance collection, small town romance, small-town secrets, smokin’ hot firefighter, fireman,
boxset, box set, bundle, hunky, adventure, action, sexy, contemporary western romance, love
story, country western, current day, fire chief, wildfires, Idaho, single dad, enemies to lovers,
friends to lovers, marriage, American West, romantic, shero
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • A powerful memoir of a love that leads two people to find a
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courageous way to part—and a woman’s struggle to go forward in the face of loss—that
“enriches the reader’s life with urgency and gratitude” (The Washington Post) “A pleasure to
read . . . Rarely has a memoir about death been so full of life. . . . Bloom has a talent for mixing
the prosaic and profound, the slapstick and the serious.”—USA Today ONE OF THE MOST
ANTICIPATED BOOKS OF 2022—Oprah Daily, BookPage Amy Bloom began to notice changes
in her husband, Brian: He retired early from a new job he loved; he withdrew from close
friendships; he talked mostly about the past. Suddenly, it seemed there was a glass wall
between them, and their long walks and talks stopped. Their world was altered forever when
an MRI confirmed what they could no longer ignore: Brian had Alzheimer’s disease. Forced to
confront the truth of the diagnosis and its impact on the future he had envisioned, Brian was
determined to die on his feet, not live on his knees. Supporting each other in their last journey
together, Brian and Amy made the unimaginably difficult and painful decision to go to
Dignitas, an organization based in Switzerland that empowers a person to end their own life
with dignity and peace. In this heartbreaking and surprising memoir, Bloom sheds light on a
part of life we so often shy away from discussing—its ending. Written in Bloom’s captivating,
insightful voice and with her trademark wit and candor, In Love is an unforgettable portrait of
a beautiful marriage, and a boundary-defying love.
This cowboy has given up on love, but the new nanny might just make him change his mind.
The first in a brand-new series from New York Times bestselling author Vivian Arend. Caleb
Stone is wearing too many hats and it’s making him crankier than usual. He’s a cowboy, a
father, and the head of his large family—and has been since tragedy claimed his parents over
ten years ago. The ranch is struggling, but it's the title of single dad that’s got him tangled up
in knots. He needs a full-time, live-in nanny at the Silver Stone homestead in Heart Falls,
Alberta, to help with his two little girls, but the woman about to arrive on his doorstep?
Tantalizing, tempting, and trouble with capital T’s. Tamara Coleman doesn’t regret the choices
that led to losing her job, but she definitely needs a fresh start. When a friend recommends
her for a nanny position in a new town, she swears this time it’ll be different. No more acting
on impulse—except sexy, gruff Caleb is exactly the kind of man who pushes all her buttons.
And what’s more, it’s so much fun to push his in return. Sparks fly between Tamara and her
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gorgeous boss, but she can’t risk her position, and he doesn’t dare risk his heart. With two
people fighting their true natures, something’s going to give. Luckily, there’s more than one
way to capture a rancher’s heart. Keywords: Canadian Author, cowboy, western, contemporary,
small town For readers who enjoy: Jennifer Ryan, Joan Johnston, Kate Pearce, Linda Lael
Miller, Lindsay McKenna, Diana Palmer, Maisey Yates, Vicki Lewis Thompson, Lorelei James.
Find your very own cowboy to keep warm these long, wintry nights as you cozy up with six
sweeping, epic tales of heroism, passion, family and celebration from bestselling authors Leigh
Greenwood, Rosanne Bittner, Linda Broday, Margaret Brownley, Anna Schmidt, and Amy
Sandas. Fall in Love with Christmas Whether it's a widower finding an unexpected new start, a
former outlaw and his new wife welcoming their very own Christmas miracle, a long-lost lover
returning just in time for a special holiday celebration, a second chance at love between two
warring hearts given peace at last, an unlikely pair working together to bring joy to a small
Texas town, or a cowboy and his dark-eyed beauty snowed in one unforgettable wintry
eve...every Christmas with a cowboy is filled with light, laughter, and a forever kind of love.
What People Are Saying: "Greenwood is a master at westerns." —RT Book Reviews for Leigh
Greenwood "An emotional powerhouse! This classic historical western is destined for the
"keeper" shelf." —RT Book Reviews, Top Pick for Rosanne Bittner "Fun and sensual...great for
fans of history, romance, and some good old Texas grit."—Kirkus for Linda Broday "A great
story by a wonderful author."—#1 New York Times bestselling author DEBBIE MACOMBER for
Margaret Brownley "The perfect read." —RT Book Reviews for Anna Schmidt "A genuine pageturner...electric and absorbing." —Kirkus for Amy Sandas
Blaze of Love
The Life and Adventures of Nat Love
Blizzard of Love - Sweet
A Western Romance
A Christmas Holiday Western Romance
Shiloh
“A go-to guide for anyone who loves to hunt or cook with wild mushrooms . . . everything from
jams and soups to jerky and pasta dishes.” —Pittsburgh Post-Gazette Get ready to fall in love
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with wild mushrooms! Absolutely everything you need to know to make mushrooming a lifestyle
choice, from finding, storing, preserving, and preparing common and unusual species. Packed with
content and lore from more than 20 skilled foragers around the country, Wild Mushrooms will help
mushroom hunters successfully utilize their harvest, and includes practical information on
transporting, cleaning, and preserving their finds. One of the best things about cooking wild
mushrooms is that every time you open your dried caches, their unique aroma recalls your
foraging experience creating an immediate and visceral connection back to the forest. There is
no finer way to appreciate food. You will not only learn the best ways to locate, clean,
collect, and preserve your mushrooms from the experts, the book will also discuss safety and
edibility, preservation techniques, mushroom sections and flavor profiles, and more. Recipes
(115 in total) are categorized by mushroom species. They include: Smoked Marinated Wild
Mushrooms Black Trumpet, Blood Orange, and Beet Salad Maitake Beef Stew Candy Cap and Walnut
Scones Baked Brie with Chanterelle Jam Porcini with Braised Pork Medallions Yellowfoot Mushroom
Tart And more! From pickling to rich duxelles, soups, salads, and even mushroom teas, tinctures,
jams, and ice cream, these recipes and invaluable insider tips will delight everyone from the
most discerning mycophiles to brand new fungus fanatics. “Whether you get your mushrooms from
the supermarket or the forest floor, a worthy addition to your library.” —Star Tribune
A standalone sexy romance in the Pine Harbour series from NYT and USA Today Bestselling Author
Zoe York. It's time for this soldier to fight for the only woman he has ever loved. Never fall
in love with your best friend's little sister... Jake Foster fell in love with Dani Minelli when
she was a colt-legged high school senior. He knew he was too old to even look at her, let alone
touch. But Dani’s been trying to get his attention since returning to Pine Harbour a grown
woman—and Jake is all out of excuses to not grab her with both hands. . . Keywords: military
romance, soldier, paramedic, Christmas, New Year's Eve, best friend's sister, unrequited love,
first love, romance series, Canadian romance series, small town series
Blizzard of Love
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